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Abstract
This paper reviews the previous literature on the effects of loading sequence on fatigue life behaviour. Through load
interaction, load sequences can significantly affect fatigue life. The study on fatigue life under spectrum loading sequence
is complex because it involves many interaction parameters. Therefore, the experimental and simulation findings of
previous studies focusing on load sequence effects on fatigue life assessment are worthy of a review. The content of this
review leads to a better understanding of the loading sequence effects on the fatigue life assessment and other possible
interaction involvement.
Keywords: Fatigue life, Load sequence effect, Spectrum loadings
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1. Introduction
Engineering components involved in movement mechanisms
are commonly subjected to cyclic or fluctuating stress during
service. Relevant cases often refer to the field of automotive
study, such as an automobile axle that experiences many
repetitions or reversals of applied stress during the service
life of the vehicle. Other examples are bent and released leaf
springs or most aircraft parts that are subjected to repeated
loads during its take-off and landing. Various parts of
moving machines also undergo severe vibration with load
fluctuations.
Fatigue failure occurs under cyclic or fluctuating loading
[1,2]. Structural or engineering components are prone to
fatigue when subjected to a certain number of cyclic loading
[3], which normally occurs below the ultimate strength of a
material. Fatigue also usually occurs without warning after a
progressive degradation of the material subjected to cyclic
loadings [4,5]. Fatigue is recognised as one of the major
failure mechanisms in structural and engineering
components, accounting for about 90% of all mechanical
failures [6-8]. Fatigue failure may ensue in a wide range of
application, from simple objects to complex structures such
as automotive, marine, and aircraft components. Therefore,
the fatigue life assessment of engineering applications is
highly important [9].
Many factors affect the fatigue life of structural and
engineering components, including geometric models[10],
microstructures and grain sizes [11,12], surface finish
through modelling works [13] and experimental findings
[14,15], loading conditions related to both constant and
variable amplitudes [16-19], environment through corrosion
[20], and temperature [21-23]. Based on the related content
described in [16-19], load sequence effects are important
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factors to consider in assessing the fatigue life of metallic
materials. Considering the effect of load interactions in
spectrum loading contributes to higher accuracy of fatigue
life prediction, whereas disregarding the effect of load
interaction in fatigue calculation under the variable
amplitude loading (VAL) can lead to completely invalid life
predictions.
Therefore, this comprehensive review examines the
loading sequence effects under various parameters and
loading variables, and highlights their advantages and
disadvantage to the total life of the components. The factors
that contribute to the number of fatigue life cycles require
deeper understanding. Furthermore, as loading sequences are
mostly performed at room temperature, understanding their
effects at normal conditions may reveal other factors that
contribute to fatigue life, such as temperature and
environmental effects.
2. Brief Overview of Fatigue Life Assessment
Fatigue life usually refers to the number of stress or strain
cycles structures and components can withstand before
failure. Fatigue life assessment determines the life of
components that are subjected to certain loading conditions.
Fatigue life can be determined from experimental works,
with the formulation or simulation obtained using certain
software [3]. In the design stage, an exhaustive
understanding of material behaviour is critical to preserve
the safety and integrity of the component. The service
lifetime of the component can be estimated from the number
of loading cycles before cracks form. The fatigue crack
growth (FCG) rates are the main parameters that require
consideration [24]. Total fatigue life is a combination of the
number of cycles before cracks form and propagates until
the final failures.
Three basic approaches are commonly used for fatigue
damage calculations: stress-life approach, strain-life
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approach, and crack propagation method. The stress-life
approach has been used as a standard method for fatigue life
assessment since the 1800s.This method uses cyclic stress as
a control variable, which is distinguished from other types of
fatigue analysis. Stress-life analysis is suitable for high-cycle
fatigue that involves little plastic deformation due to cyclic
loading. The strain-life approach is advantageous for the
analysis of fatigue life subjected to the VAL, in which the
load sequence effect is essential. This approach considers
both elastic and plastic strain behaviour of the material. In
contrast to stress-life and strain-life approaches to fatigue,
fracture mechanics assumes cracks to exist in materials and
structures. The crack propagation approach is based on the
stress intensity factor range [25].
In general, the stress-life approach is directly related to
the service load to ensure safe operating life based on a
linear presentation of cumulative damage [26]. The stresslife (S-N) curve is useful for estimating the fatigue life by
providing the number of cycles as failure data at certain
levels of applied stress. The S-N curve is usually plotted on a
semi-log or log-log scale that contains experimental data of a
constant amplitude loading (CAL). Fatigue data are obtained
by testing a smooth specimen often performed at zero mean
stress.
In the experimental fatigue life assessment, the basic
concept is based on the number of cycles to failure. The S-N
curve is developed by using tabular data that follow the
Basquin equation [10], which is written as follows:
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Fig.2. Fatigue life behaviour under different mean stress [3]

In VAL, the interaction of loading in cycles causes
localised stress and strain. The relation between stress σ and
strain ε in cyclic loadings is often represented by the
Ramberg-Osgood equation:
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where σa is the stress amplitude, Se is the stress amplitude at
zero mean stress, σm is the mean stress, and Su is the ultimate
tensile strength. Fig. 3 illustrates these two equations on
fatigue design. Therefore, the mean stress requires
consideration in predicting the fatigue life of components,
especially those subjected to VAL, as it has a noticeable
impact on fatigue life behaviour.

where σa is the stress amplitude, σf’ is the fatigue strength
coefficient, 2Nf’ is the number of reversals, and b is the
Basquin exponent. Fig.1 indicates a typical example of the
S-N curve of aluminium alloy, AA6061, obtained from the
experimental data test [2].
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where E is the modulus of elasticity, K is the strain
hardening coefficient, and n is the strain hardening
exponent.
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Fig. 1. Normal S-N curve of AA6061 tested at room temperature [2]

The S-N curve is developed based on a constant stress
rangeσr or constant stress amplitude σan applied on the
specimen until final failure. The mean stress σm can
significantly influence the fatigue life of the material. Fig. 2
shows a typical fatigue life behaviour subjected to different
mean stress loadings. Fatigue strength of a material
decreases significantly as the tensile mean stress increases
but increases as compressive mean stress increases [28, 29].
Fatigue data at any endurance can be cross-plotted to
demonstrate the effect of mean stress on fatigue strength at
the chosen endurance. At mean stress equal to the ultimate
strength of a material, the allowable stress amplitude is
suggested to be zero as the material is at the breaking point.
Therefore, the stress effect can be analytically defined by the

Fig. 3. Schematic of the Goodman and Gerber mean stress correction
[26]

The strain-life approach is meant to be used in analysing
the localised fatigue cracks based on the occurrence of crack
initiation. It is suitable for applications of small component
190
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design that usually involves localised stress and strain
subjected to low cycle fatigue loadings. The method is also
intended to examine the failure of ductile materials with a
relatively short fatigue life and when low plasticity occurs
with long fatigue life. Therefore, this approach is a
comprehensive one that can be used in lieu of the stressbased method [30].
The application of strain-life analysis requires a
description of the material response to cyclic elastic-plastic
strains as well as of the relationship between these strains
and fatigue life with crack initiation. The basic strain-life
relationship is based on the Coffin–Manson and Basquin
relationship. In 1910, Basquin proposed a linear relationship
between stress amplitude and endurance, as stated in the
Basquin formulation referred to in Equation (4). Moreover,
Coffin and Manson obtained the relationship between the
number of cycles to failure and strain amplitude in 1954, as
represented by Equation (6) [31]:

σ! = σ!! (2𝑁!! )!

(5)
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(6)

(SWT) [32].In the Morrow strain-life model, a relationship
between strain amplitude and fatigue life is represented by
the following equation:
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The SWT strain-life model is represented by the
following equation:
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where σ! is the mean stress and σ!"# is the maximum
stress in cycles.
Fatigue failures of structures and components occur
under cyclic loadings even if the maximum value of the
cyclic load is much lower than the static strength of the
material. The fatigue damage for one cycle can be calculated
as
𝐷=

!
!!

(10)

Therefore, the combination concept between the Basquin
approach and the Coffin–Manson relationship is based on
the total strain amplitude, which is written as follows:

ε! =

!

Fatigue damage increases with the applied loading cycles
in both CAL and VAL. However, the characteristics of
damage accumulation under different loadings are different.
Among all the fatigue damage accumulation rules, the linear
damage accumulation known as the Palmgren-Miner’s rule
is probably the most commonly used because of its
simplicity [17, 33-34]. The Palmgren-Miner’s rule is
expressed in fatigue damage accumulation as

(7)

where εa is the true strain amplitude, σ’f is the fatigue
strength coefficient, b is the fatigue strength exponent, ε’f is
the fatigue ductility coefficient, c is the fatigue ductility
exponent, E is the modulus of elasticity, and 2Nf is the
number of reversals to failure for a particular stress range.
Fig. 4 exhibits the strain-life curve obtained from the
superposition of the elastic and plastic strain amplitude.
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where D is the fatigue damage of the material, ni is the
number of applied loading cycles corresponding to the ith
load level, and Ni is the number of cycles to failure for the ith
load level from constant amplitude experiments. The
Palmgren-Miner’s rule suggests that any structure with
Σ(n/N) < 1 is safe for operation. However, its major
limitation is the lack of consideration on the load sequence
effect, that is, the interaction between higher and lower
stress levels. Therefore, depending on load history, the
Palmgren-Miner’s rule may under- or over estimate fatigue
damage [34,35].
A non-linear model was proposed by Marco and Starkey,
who suggested the replacement of the Palmgren-Miner’s rule
with the following equation [35]:
𝐷=
Fig. 4. Typical example of a strain-life relationship for material
aluminium alloy 6061-T651 [31]

! α
!

(12)

where α is a function of the applied load to be identified
based on the experimental data. The load dependency of α is
enables the description of the load sequential effects.
The fundamental FCG behaviour obtained under the
CAL can be plotted on the log-log of da/dN versus ΔK. The
plot has a sigmoidal shape that can be divided into three
major regions [37], as shown in Fig. 3. Region I is near the
threshold and indicates the threshold value, ΔKth, below
which FCG is not observed. This threshold occurs at FCG

Non-zero mean stress significantly influences the fatigue
life of materials because the tensile or compressive mean
stress can lead to acceleration or retardation of FCG. By
considering the mean stress effect, two other strain-life
models were expanded from the equation (3), namely, the
Morrow strain-life model and the Smith-Watson-Topper
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rates in the order of 1x10-10 m/cycle or less. Below ΔKth,
fatigue cracks are characterised as non-propagating cracks.
Region II essentially indicates a linear relationship between
log da/dN and log ΔK, which correspond to the formula
!"
!"

= 𝐴(∆𝐾)!

within a spectrum can significantly modify the fatigue life of
a component. For instance, overloading in loading sequences
can cause crack retardation and delayed FCG rates.
An overload is a cyclic loading with higher amplitude
compared with background cycles in a sequence. Overload
normally occurs either at the beginning, middle, or end of
the loading sequence and may proceed once or multiple
times in the sequence. The effects of overload on fatigue life
determination have been extensively studied [38-39, 43]
because this loading type can lead to significant load
interaction effects. Moreover, this loading pattern can
represent critical measured loading that exhibits variable
forms [44, 45].Therefore, reviewing the effects of
overloading on fatigue life, which consist of sequence
loadings such as the effect of single overload, multiple
overloads, overload wave types, and overload location,
among others, is important.

(13)

Equation (12) is known as the Paris equation, where n is
the slope of the line, and A is the coefficient found by
extending the straight line to ΔK=1 MP m. In region III,
FCG rates increase as they approach instability, and little
FCG life is involved.

Fig. 5. Typical characteristic of the FCG curve [36]

a)

In VAL conditions, the variability in stress amplitude,
mean stress, stress ratio, position, and magnitude of
overloads and underloads affect the FCG rates. Tensile
overload in loading sequences causes FCG retardation [3739]. A compressive underload accelerates the crack
propagation rates [40, 41]. In the case of a compressive
underload that immediately follows a tensile overload, the
amount of retardation is reduced. Conversely, a compressive
underload applied prior to overloading produces only small
changes in the amount of crack retardation.
Beden et al. [37] extensively simulated the load sequence
effects in block loadings designed at various mean stresses
using various FCG models. Fig. 6 demonstrates that the
FCG rates of aluminium alloy are significantly affected by
the load sequence. The acceleration or deceleration of the
overall FCG depends on the overloading frequency.
Therefore, the load sequence effect on FCG rates highly
depend on the interaction of overloads and underloads in
sequence, subjecting the fatigue life assessment to VAL
more complex than CAL.

b)
Fig. 6. FCG behaviour subjected to (a) different loadings sequences and
(b) different FCG models [37]

Ray and Patanker [38] observed the FCG behaviour
under CAL and a single overload, with the loading pattern
shown in Fig. 7. The cyclic load was in the tension-tension
condition with a stress range of 98 MPa to 147 MPa. An
overload of 196 MPa was then introduced when the crack
length reached 15 mm. In response to an overload excitation
in the sequence, the FCG rates suddenly increased and then
subsequently decreased to their minimum values, followed

3. Effects of a Single Overload in a Loading Sequence
Load variability represents a characteristic feature of the real
load spectra. The two types of variability in the load spectra
are the distribution of the loading amplitude and mean stress
level of the fatigue cycles, and the distribution versus time
for a given load level [42]. The relative position of cycles
192
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by a gradual approach to the level of the baseline steadystate, as shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, FCG was retarded
because of the fast rise and subsequent slow decay of stress
opening.

The crack closure measurements indicate that FCG rates
following an overload are related to the extent of crack
closure resulting from the overload. The overload percentage
[46] is defined as follows:
Overload percentage =

(a)

(b)

!!"# !" !!!"# !

Δ!!"# !

× 100,

(14)

where Kmax and ΔK are the maximum stress intensity factor
and stress intensity factor range, respectively. The subscripts
OL and b refer to the overload and baseline levels of cycling,
respectively. This overload percentage represents the VAL
trend in the cycles and directly influences the loading
sequence effect.
In a similar study, Ishihara et al. [46] used a compact
tension (CT) specimen with6mm thickness and made of an
aluminium alloyAA6061-T6. During the test, the specimen
was subjected to 100% to 300% overloads at average stress
ratio, with R from 0.1 to 0.9. Fig. 10 plots the summary of
the experimental number of delay cycles Nd at overload
levels of 100%, 200%, and 300% as a function of stress
ratio. The number of delay cycles Nd significantly increased
with the overload percentage, clearly indicating that the
crack retardation process is significantly influenced by the
overload percentage. Finally, the presence of overloading in
a sequence reduced fatigue life accordingly.
Harmain [47] performed a computational technique to
simulate the effect of overload ratio on FCG rates. A single
overload was introduced with three different overload ratios
of 2.50, 2.25, and 2.00. Fig. 11 presents the results
accomplished by using the concept of plasticity zone
interaction and the FCG related findings. Triangular spike
dips for FCG rates are demonstrated from the computational
analysis. The application of the overload retarded the FCG
rates from the baseline value of CAL. Fig. 11 illustrates that
the lowest FCG rate was attained at the highest overload
ratio of 2.50, for which the retardation effect increased with
the overload ratio.

Fig. 7. Loading sequence with (a) CAL and (b) a single overload [38]

Cycles (x103)
Fig. 8. Overload response of a typical FCG process [38]

Generally, the two types of crack retardation models are
based on the plastic ahead crack tip and the crack closure
concepts [38, 43]. Based on the plastic ahead crack tip, the
plastic zone size is relatively small when subjected to CAL,
as indicated by the black oval in Fig. 9. This plastic zone can
be assumed as a material resistant to the FCG process. After
a single overload applied on the loading sequence, the
resulting plastic zone enlarges, as indicated by the grey
colour. Consequently, FCG passes through a larger plastic
zone, which is severely retarded because of the material’s
increased resistance to FCG. Once the crack expands out of
the overload plastic zone, normal FCG rates prevail upon
reaching the plastic zone of the original size, as indicated by
the oval.
For the crack closure concept, overloading sequences
with respect to CAL produce large compressive stresses at
the crack tip, resulting in crack closure. Consequently, a
large portion of tensile overload is used to ‘open’ the crack,
dominating the much smaller effective load and FCG
retardation. The range of applied stress effectively reduces
the FCG with the formation of crack closure. Furthermore,
the crack opening stress that relates to the magnitude of
stress necessary to fully open the crack depends on the
previous load history. When the FCG passes through the
overload plastic zone, the residual stress in the zone
increases the load required to open the crack, thus causing
FCG retardation. Therefore, crack closure models determine
the required opening stress throughout the load history [37,
43].

Fig. 10. Comparison of delay cycles subjected to certain overload
percentages throughout different stress ratios [46]

The phenomenon of reduced or arrested FCG rates after
experiencing overloads can also be explained by the crack
opening ratio U [48]. In overloading, the increase in
maximum stress σmax with unchanged minimum stress σmin
leads to the decrease in stress ratio, R, where
Fig. 9. Influence of fatigue overload on the plastic zone size [38]
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Stress ratio, 𝑅 =
(15)

σ!"#

Multiple overloads in the sequence can also influence the
retardation effects associated with fatigue failure. Borrego et
al. [39] studied the effect of overload spacing on the FCG
rates of Middle-Tension M(T) specimens made of
aluminium alloy Al 6082-T6. Fig. 13 shows the effect of
periodically applied overloads for the number of baseline
cycles between overloads, nBL. A re-application of an
overload from the baseline cycle leads to the retardation of
FCG rates. Nevertheless, when the overload is reapplied in
phases of descending FCG rates, the retardation effect is
reduced as it disrupts the crack retardation process induced
by the preceding overload. Therefore, overload intervals
must be sufficiently long to obtain the most effective FCG
retardation effects.
Daneshpour et al. [43] used a centre-crack specimen
made of aluminium alloy Al 2139-T8 to study the effect of
single and multiple overloads on FCG rates. A single
overload level of 136 MPa was applied within the CAL, and
multiple overloading tests were conducted with periodic
1000 cycles between each overload. A single overload
extends the fatigue life of the Al 2139-T8 base metal
specimens by approximately 5% and that of the welded
panels by approximately 80%. Multiple overloads extend the
fatigue life in the base metal by approximately 480% and
that of the fatigue life for weld joints at approximately
230%. Fig. 14 presents the distribution of the corresponding
fatigue lives. Therefore, the effect of multiple overloads on
the crack retardation in welded specimen is not as significant
as that on the base metal. Other studies [50-52] suggest that
a closely applied multiple overload may interact among each
other, thus influencing the overall retardation effect with
either enhanced or reduced FCG. This interaction depends
on the magnitude and interval/frequencies of the applied
overload.

σ!"#

Fig. 11. FCG rates with respect to stress intensity factor range for
different overload ratios [47]

Therefore, the decreasing stress ratio causes the same
reduction in the crack opening. In underloading, stress ratio
similarly changes as the crack opening widens.
In another work, overload waveforms influence the
retardation of FCG rates. Fang et al. [49] investigated the
effect of overloading using both sinusoidal and trapezoid
waveforms, as presented in Fig. 12. They concluded that the
overload ratio produced a significant impact and that the
overload waveform also contributed, with a slight effect on
FCG rates. Compared with the sinusoidal overload
waveform, the trapezoidal overload waveform caused
slightly longer delay of FCG in polycarbonate and
acrylonitrile-butadien-styreneor
alloys.
This
finding
indicates that the trapezoidal overload waveform contributes
as lightly higher retardation effect than the sinusoidal
overload waveform. The trapezoidal waveform holds a
slightly longer time overload that leads to a slightly larger
plastic zone at the crack tip.

(a)

Fig. 13. Effect of the spacing between overloads [39]

(b)

Apart from overload, the presence of underload in the
sequence produces a different behaviour of the material FCG
rates. Zitounis et al. [40] applied a single underload at
certain stress ratios in a sequence, as shown in Fig. 15, on a
CT specimen made of aluminium alloysAA8090-T852 and
AA7010-T76351. Their results indicate that the FCG rates
under a loading sequence containing tensile underload
accelerates the FCG rates compared with those of CAL. The
crack opening stress level is immediately reduced after the

Fig. 12. Fatigue overload patterns: (a) sinusoidal waveform, and (b)
trapezoid waveform [49]

4. Effect of Multiple Overloads and Underloads on the
Sequence
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underload application and then gradually increases with the
subsequent constant amplitude cycle. After a large number
of cycles, the FCG rates reach a steady-state level. Other
researchers agree that a compressive underload accelerates
the FCG rates relative to the background rates
[37, 41].

size previous to the overload. The overall behaviour of
material after the overload consequently accelerates instead
of retards the FCG.
5. Sequence Effect in the Spectrum Loading
In real applications, most of the components are subject to
stress and strain that vary with time. The load pattern with
time history is most likely irregular and random in manner.
The main problem in analysing this loading type is the
identification of the corresponding stress range in the cycle.
Therefore, a method of stress cycle count is necessary to be
used. Rainflow counting results in closed hysteresis loops
that represent a counted cycle [6]. The information of cycle
distribution required in fatigue life assessment can be
obtained through a rainflow counting of the loading history,
as illustrated in Fig. 16. Therefore, rainﬂow counting is the
generally accepted and recommended procedure for the
estimation of fatigue life of structures subjected to random
loading [33, 55-56].

Fig. 14. Experimental results of the fatigue tests of welded and
homogeneous specimens of Al 2139-T8 under CAL, single, and
multiple overloads [43]

Fig.16. Schematic illustration of cycle distribution using the rainflow
counting method [56]

Spectrum loading is widely used in fatigue analysis to
study the loading sequence effect in cycles, significantly
influencing fatigue life, and is thus important in considering
fatigue life assessment [34,37,39,43,64]. Equivalent damage
is one of the methods that can be used to construct spectrum
loading from the service loads. For example, the flight-byflight load history (random loading) can be converted to
CAL based on the equivalent damage [57]. Pereira et al. [35]
used the maximum stress that induces the same damage
when applied on the same total number of cycles of block
loading. For an automotive application, Abdullah et al. [58]
determined good justification in the retention of fatigue
damage features while editing fatigue data for accelerated
fatigue tests.
Various forms of spectrum loading are introduced into
the fatigue life assessment, most of which can be grouped
into CAL, high-to-low, and low-to-high sequence loadings
[59-61]. Lin et al. [59] studied the fatigue-creep behaviour
using different step loading and found that a high-to-low
sequence of two-step loading at a constant temperature is
more damaging than the corresponding low-to-high
sequence. First, the specimen was applied with stress and
temperature (σ1, T1) for a period of time t1and then applied
with a second stress and temperature (σ2, T2) until facture. In
the case of two-step loading at room temperature, a higher
crack density was generated at the first-step loading in a
high-to-low sequence compared with the low-to-high
sequence at the same consumed lifetime ratio. In this regard,
the specimens applied with a high-to-low sequence were
subjected to the second-step loading at a weaker state
compared with the corresponding low-to-high sequence
loading. Therefore, a high-to-low sequence loading
generates a lower sum of life fraction and shorter fatigue
life.

Fig. 15. A typical single overload applied in a sequence loading [40]

Any small cycle below the fatigue limit does not usually
damage the materials. However, Varvani-Farahani et al. [53]
reported that when tensile, compressive, or single cycle
overloads or underloads are periodically inserted within a
group of small cycles below the fatigue endurance limit, the
small stress cycles following these events significantly
contribute to damage accumulation. An overload or
underload periodically applied in a small stress cycle
background reduces the crack closure stress, thus enhancing
the effective crack driving force. The findings are similar to
those in [36], indicating that intermittent small cycles with
amplitudes as low as 50% on the endurance limit within
regular LCF or HCF service loading conditions can be very
damaging. These findings caution engineers about
indiscriminately ignoring these seemingly harmless cycles
from their fatigue life calculations.
Overloads in cycles retard FCG, and underloads
accelerate FCG. Silva [54] reported that overload events at a
negative stress ratio could accelerate FCG instead of the
expected retardation. The size of cyclic plastic zone under
negative stress ratio is almost the same as the monotonic
condition. An overload in cycles causes increases in both the
monotonic plastic and the cyclic plastic areas. As the size of
cyclic plastic zone and monotonic is nearly the same, the
residual stress shielding effect (compressive residual
stresses) is much smaller at a negative stress ratio compared
with that at a positive stress ratio. Thus, the effect of
reducing the cyclic plastic area is small. During the overload
period, the cyclic plastic zone size remains larger than its
195
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Walter et al. [60] studied the effect of multi-step loading
on the total fatigue life of ferretic stainless steel. The
experiments used round specimens with 8.8 mm diameter
and 20 mm gauge length. The test was performed under
strain load control with a stress ratio of -1. Fig.17 indicates
the condition of the two-step loading used in the experiment,
that is, from high-to-low and low-to-high sequences. Both
high-to-low and low-to-high stress levels are applied to
study the loading sequence effect on fatigue life. The
designed two-load steps indicate a different value of the
progression of the maximum stress at a particular step
loading.
Fig. 18 presents the evolution of the maximum stress for
different load steps. The normalised fatigue life is longer
when starting with low rather than high strain amplitude.
The material behaviour exhibits strong softening at the
beginning of the single step experiment, followed by a
continuous linear softening until the initiation of a macrocrack. Increasing the total strain amplitude at the beginning
increases the softening potential, thus decreasing the lifetime
because of higher stresses and plastic deformations during
one cycle. Therefore, changing from high to low load
condition usually leads to lower normalised total lifetimes
compared with the opposite case. The progression of the
damage behaviour directly depends on the softening
progression.

sequences at a stress intensity range of 6, 9, and 12
MPa.m1/2. The results in Fig. 19 indicate that a brief initial
acceleration of FCG rates immediately followed after the
overload. The subsequent FCG rates decreased until their
minimum value, followed by a gradual approach to the level
of the baseline steady-state. The effect of the high-to-low
sequence was determined as similar to the ones observed for
a peak overload. In contrast, the low-to-high sequence
accelerated the FCG rates above the steady-state level,
followed by a gradual reduction to the corresponding steadystate level. The low-to-high sequence loading was applied at
a constant minimum stress level, and the values of the mean
stress increased from the first to second steps. Fatigue
strength decreases as tensile mean stress increases [62, 63].

Fig. 19.Transient behaviour following a single tensile overload, high-tolow, and low-to-high sequence loading [61]

The effect of the mean stress in the sequence loading on
the fatigue crack opening has been previously discussed. For
fatigue design, a compressive mean stress is beneficial, but a
tensile mean stress is detrimental. Chu and Chernenkoff
[63] used the constant maximum and minimum stress tests
to record the mean stress effects on fatigue life. By
maintaining Smax at a fixed level in a constant maximum
stress test set, the effect of Smax on the opening stress is
constant. As a result, the variation of opening stress
observed on the tests of different stress amplitudes reveals
its dependence on Smin. Similarly, by retaining Smin at a fixed
level in the constant minimum stress test set, the variation of
opening stress observed on the tests of different stress
amplitudes reveals its dependence on Smax. Fig. 20 (a) shows
the condition of constant maximum stress and the
dependence of crack opening on the minimum stress in the
cycles. Fig. 20 (b) presents the condition of the constant
minimum stress and the dependence of crack opening on the
maximum stress in cycles. Both figures reveal that the
fatigue crack opening depends on the mean stress, thus
influencing the total fatigue life. As mean stress is common
in structures, the capability to accurately predict the effect of
mean stress is highly important for the fatigue design of
engineering components.
Lee et al. [64] studied the FCG rates using the VAL,
with the tension and tension-compression types of load
spectra, as shown in Fig. 21. FCG rates were observed to be
faster when subjected to tension-compression than when
subjected to the tension-type spectrum loading. The reason is

Fig. 17. Two steps of spectrum loading used in the experiment [60]

Fig. 18. Comparison between progression maximum stresses for
different load conditions [60]

Borrego et al. [61] studied the effect of spectrum loading
on FCG rates and reported that the FCG rates under the lowto-high sequence loadings are higher than those under the
high-to-low sequence loading. Using the experimental
procedure, they investigated the high-to-low and low-to-high
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that the tension type spectrum loading contains tensile
overloads that retard the FCG rates, whereas the tensioncompression type spectrum loading contains underloads that
accelerate the FCG rates, as clearly revealed in the findings.
The retardation and acceleration effects are considered to be
primarily associated with the interaction of overloads and
underloads in the spectrum loading.

fracture surface for any microcrystalline ductile metal, such
as an aluminium alloy, can be subdivided into three distinct
zones, as shown in Fig. 22. After a crack forms, it will
propagate with stage I crack growth (Fig. 22, Zone A),
followed by stage II crack growth with prominent striation
marks (Fig. 22, Zone B) and a final fracture (Fig. 22, Zone
C) [65]. Generally, the fatigue striations of variable spacing
are faintly visible in the early stage of FCG and then become
clearer in the later stage [64].

(a)

Fig. 22. Three distinct zones of FCG [67]
(b)
Fig. 20. Crack opening with the corresponding applied stress levels: (a)
constant maximum stress and (b) constant minium stress [63]

During the FCG process, the size of the plastic zone at
the crack tip increases and encompasses several grains, thus
diminishing the effect of local microstructure. As a result,
the crack no longer grows along the crystallographic slip
planes but instead by simultaneous or alternating shears on
two slip systems [68]. The characteristic of fatigue striation
is observed from the duplex slip mechanism, which produces
a crack path normal to the load direction. The striations
marks can be observed very clearly for CAL; they are well
defined with regular local spacing, as shown in Fig. 23(a).
However, under random loading, the striations are of
unequal width and less clearly defined, as shown in Fig.
23(b).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 21. (a) Tension-type and (b) tension-compression-type load
spectrums [64]

The review of the presented previous works clearly
indicates that tensile overloads and compressive underloads
in loading sequence cause FCG retardation and acceleration,
respectively. Overall, the effect of sequence on spectrum
loading depends on the arrangement of the loading
condition. Furthermore, the experimental results are based
on various types of materials used with different magnitudes
and positions of the load steps, stress ratio, and mean stress,
among others, contributing to the different FCG rates and
the total fatigue life of metallic materials.

a)

6. Fractography Behaviour under Variable Amplitude
Loading
Failure analysis usually correlates the failure of structures
with its causes. Fractography techniques using highmagnification microscopes, such as scanning electron
microscope (SEM), are extensively used in fatigue studies to
identify the modes of failure and correlate them with
material behaviour and properties [65,66]. Macroscopic
observation on the specimen fatigue fracture surface can
clearly distinguish two discrete regions identified between
the fatigue and rapid fracture regions [67].The fatigue

b)
Fig.23. Fractograph images indicate fatigue striation associated with
stage II of FCG under specific loads: (a) CAL and (b) the random
loading [68]
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Schijve et al. [69] found other fractographic observations
in their study on FCG tests under CAL and VAL loadings
with
a
single
overload
and
with
periodic
overloads/underloads. The observation of the fatigue fracture
surface was performed using SEM, as shown in Fig. 24,
which includes a local measurement of striation spacing.
They found that local FCG rates could be determined from
the measurement of the average striation spaces of a large
series of striations. The measurements of the local FCG rates
from striation spacing coincided with the FCG rates derived
from the visual records. These findings agree with the results
obtained by Jono [70], who reported that the microscopic
FCG rates, (da/dn)micro, could be calculated by using striation
spacing, as each striation represents the applied cyclic
loadings. Striation width depends on and increases with
increasing stress range [71]. Striation width can also be used
as an alternative method to measure the FCG rates of
materials.

(a)

magnitude of load ratio, and means stress of spectrum
loading. Similarly, the sequence involves many interactions,
such as that of FCG retardation and acceleration, plastic
zone deformation, and crack closure effects. The magnitude
of loading sequence effect is determined by many factors,
such the condition of applied loads, specimen geometry,
material properties, microstructures, and the environment.
Various loading parameters and conditions that
contribute to the sequence effect on fatigue life, especially at
room temperature, need a more comprehensive
understanding. For this reason, various configurations of
cyclic loadings that precede loading sequence effects on
fatigue life were reviewed and discussed. The content of this
review leads to a better understanding of the loading
sequence effects on the fatigue life assessment and other
possible interactions.
Most studies on the effect of spectrum loading focus on
the FCG rates, and only a few have been conducted on the
effect on the total fatigue life, including crack initiation and
propagation stages. According to the FCG findings, the
knowledge of both overload and underload effects is
similarly beneficial to examine. A tensile overload retards,
whereas a compression underload accelerates, the FCG rates.
However, the magnitude and position of overload/underload,
load ratio, and mean stress in the loading sequence further
influence the FCG rates. In another approach, the effects of
loading sequence are presented on the fatigue fracture
surface, which can be analysed by the fractographic
observations. The local striation mark on the fatigue fracture
surface that is subjected to VAL is slightly different from
that subjected to CAL. For ductile materials such as
aluminium alloy, the striation mark is clearly visible in the
FCG stages and can thus be used to determine the local FCG
rates.
Most research on the loading sequence effects on fatigue
life assessment is conducted at room temperature. The load
sequence effects, such as FCG retardation and acceleration,
occur from the plastic deformation in the vicinity of the
crack tip and are thus closely related to the elastic-plastic
behaviour of the material. The interaction of material
behaviour due to the load sequence effect with other
interactions (e.g., temperature and environment) causes the
higher complexity of fatigue prediction under VAL.
Comprehensive knowledge on the load sequence effects and
interaction at room temperature is worthy and beneficial for
the further exploration of such effects in other environments
because it involves further parameter interaction.

(b)

Fig. 24. A typical example of striations on fatigue fracture surface
tested under two loading types: (a) CAL and (b) the periodic underloads
[69]

Therefore, this review reveals that fractographic analysis
is extensively used in fatigue analysis studies. Fractographic
observation is important in determining the area or crack
initiation to identify the direction of FCG as well as
understand the material behaviour, mode of failure, and
relation to failure causes. The striation mark on the fracture
surface represents the characteristic of fatigue failure, and its
analysis is important because it represents the applied
loading conditions. Different loading sequences produce
certain patterns of striation marks on the fracture surface.
Moreover, the striation mark can be used to determine
microscopic FCG rates if the applied loading values are
known.
7. Conclusion and Summary
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The study of the spectrum loading sequence is becoming
increasingly complex because it involves loading interaction
in the sequence, which depends on the combination of the
overloads and/or underloads, block loading arrangement,
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